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Abstract
This thesis focuses on identifying and reducing the variability associated with the
manufacturing of a therapeutic protein using Chinese hamster ovary cells. The project had
three phases: (1) a general process orientation and settling cone operation study, (2) data
preparation and analysis/identification of the Reactor D problem, and (3) the investigation,
confirmation, and resolution of this problem.
The goal of the first project phase was to model the operation of the company's patented
reactor settling cones that enable continuous harvesting in production. A deeper
understanding of their operation ultimately explained variability in the process behavior
during startup and steady-state operating modes. More widespread knowledge of these
finer points will help reduce this variability in production.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was very appropriate for investigating variability
because of the abundance of process data available. In the second phase, data was
extracted and prepared for analysis by Research Group 4 within LFM at MIT. A
preliminary statistical analysis identified Reactor D as a key contributor to the variability
in production quantity from run to run. Its production averaged 20 percent less than the
other three reactors.
A mechanical design feature associated with Reactor D explains this performance
discrepancy and embeds itself in many of the steps in reactor run preparation. Eliminating
this source of variability will improve efficiency and increase plant capacity by at least 4.3
percent. Completion of the recommended process improvement will have approximately a
60 percent return.
Thesis Supervisors:
Professor Roy Welsch, Professor of Statistics and Management
Professor David Staelin, Professor of Electrical Engineering
Professor Kevin Otto, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Reader
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1 Introduction and Motivation
Variability naturally occurs in our everyday lives. We wait different lengths of time in
lines at the grocery store every week, and the size of the medium garden salad at a
neighborhood restaurant varies in size at every visit (not to mention the variability in
service time). If only the drive home from work took the same amount of time every day
and traffic were predictable. A natural reaction to experiencing variability is the desire to
reduce or eliminate it so that we can plan our time and resources better. Manufacturing
companies face the same dilemma in their own production systems and have the same
incentive to reduce it.
My work was part of the continuous improvement effort at the sponsoring company's
manufacturing facility and specifically focused on identifying and reducing the variability
in the manufacture of a therapeutic protein. Reducing variability in the production process
improves repeatability, which has many benefits including scheduling and planning of
resources. It also creates a better understanding of every detail in the production process,
which leads to incremental process improvements, higher efficiencies, and lower costs. I
investigated the cause of lesser-producing runs to reduce the run-to-run differences in
production quantity. Removing an inhibitor of performance also improves the overall
plant capacity.
I approached the problem from two angles. The first was from a statistical standpoint
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to analyze the history of run data and
investigate outliers that may contain key information about the variability. My efforts in
this regard were in data collection and preparation. This data was then transferred for
analysis by RG4. My own analysis using PCA was brief since the Reactor D contribution
to the variability was identified after initial statistical correlation analysis. The second
approach was to obtain a qualitative understanding of the variability. Instead of pursuing
the Reactor D problem from a statistical standpoint to locate the root cause, I adopted a
'given that Reactor D under-produces, what is different about Reactor D?' strategy. This
involved a brainstorming session, theory formulation, the collection of more data,
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confirmation of the theory, and development of proposed fixes to the root cause of the
problem.
My project had essentially three phases: (1) a general process overview and settling cone
operation study, (2) data preparation and analysis/identification of the Reactor D problem,
and (3) the investigation, confirmation, and resolution of this problem.
1.1 LFM Research Group 4 and Sponsoring Company Partnership
This internship was a partnership between LFM Research Group 4 (RG4) and the
sponsoring company within the LFM program. RG4, comprised of Masters and Ph.D.
students from both the engineering and management schools, conducts research on ways to
reduce variability in systems. They have developed several tools for this purpose and have
gained experience applying them to different types of production systems. During the
course of the internship, RG4 conducted some additional analyses and communicated
frequently with the sponsoring company. Specifically, RG4 applied Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Time Series Analysis in the course of this project.
PCA is a statistical method used to identify the most important dimensions in a
multivariate process. It is a very useful tool when the monitored variables are numerous
and the interrelations are not necessarily identified. Because of the many variables that are
continuously monitored in the process, PCA was ideally suited to identify relationships
between variables in the process. The data set afforded RG4 the opportunity to apply this
tool in a biological cell-based production system.
The manufacturing process was unique in its ability to collect process data throughout runs
at one-minute intervals. This provided an opportunity for RG4 to conduct Time Series
Analysis on the production data. It was also their first application of this approach to a cell
culture-based data set.
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1.2 Sponsoring Company Goal
The sponsoring company continually monitors its processes and reduces the natural
variability in production, which has many positive operational effects. It improves the
ability to plan production and coordinate with the downstream processes. The Cell Culture
Group uses its own statistical model for monitoring the process and staying on target.
Success in this effort aids planning in downstream processes such as Purification and
Fill/Finish (final packaging). Also, as variability is reduced and run yields are maximized,
the overall plant output increases, which lowers the per unit product cost. These cost
savings can be passed on, either entirely or in part, to the customer. Another benefit is
increased capacity, which is currently very important to the company. Additional capacity
will ease the transition from a single- to a multi-product facility.
1.3 General Process Description
The facility was put in service in 1995 and is laid out for ease of manufacturing both in
design (e.g. gravity-fed bioreactors) and physical layout (e.g. process-oriented vessels and
piping). It also incorporates the latest methods of computer control with a computerized
Distributed Control System (DCS). The DCS runs several scripts or sequences of steps
called recipes. This system provides the control of the process while a DEC Alpha server
acts as the warehouse for process data collection. This makes process monitoring and data
collection relatively simple. For example, process measurements can be extracted every
minute for the history of runs at the facility.
The facility operates four independent, identical bioreactors (or reactors), each producing
the same product in parallel. Each has a 2000L working volume that is maintained for the
duration of a 'run'. A typical reactor run currently lasts 64 days.
Prior to a run, there are several preparation steps. All internal components and the reactor
undergo rigorous cleaning called Clean In Place (CIP) followed by two sterilization in
Place (SIP) recipes. Then, microcarriers (cell-holding substrate) are placed into the
reactor, followed by media (nutrients), and finally the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells.
The cell volume depends on the cell density and is run specific; the other inputs are fixed
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amounts for all runs. After three days of growth, the perfusion pump is activated and
continuous harvesting commences.
In general, the process in considered continuous because the product harvesting is done
continuously using a perfusion system. Until harvesting, the run is a batch process and
consists of reactor run preparation steps. The cell culture inputs and outputs during a runs
are shown in Figure 1. During both preparation and harvesting, reactor parameters
including pH, temperature, oxygen, nitrogen, and agitation rate, are monitored and
controlled; media is continuously fed and regulated. The harvested material is
subsequently purified using multi-stage chromatography concurrent with the reactor run.
Following purification, the final product is placed in vials, freeze-dried in a lyophilizer,
and labeled for shipping. Upon completion of a run, the reactors are drained, cleaned,
sterilized, and prepared for the next one. The entire process, from cell culture to
packaging, is done at the manufacturing facility.
Media
(Food)
Raw Protein
Fill!
Cell Cultur nuuarvest iih
pHI] PnoHackaging
Figure 1: General process flow diagram showing cell culture inputs and outputs.
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2 Production Metrics
Using the 3-parameter model developed at the company, run performance can be broken
into three separate sections, each having its own targets for improvement. The trend of
each of these parameters has been positive, showing steady improvement since the opening
of the facility. It also showed where my efforts were most needed.
2.1 Production Profile and 3 Parameter Model
The profile can be parameterized using a 3-parameter model (Figure 2) in which
production is measured by units of activity per unit time. The product activity (Activity) is
not measured until Harvest (H), which occurs 16 days into the run. Therefore, the success
of Growth and Transition is not explicitly measured, but it does contribute to the Activity
measurements downstream in the process.
Activity
(U/day)
PL ATEA UA TIVITYGrowth (1/day)A CTIVITY
TLag
Days
Figure 2: Production profile and Three-Parameter Model.
Because of the characteristics of the biological process, the area under the curve is the
actual amount of harvested product in each run or batch. The production profile has three
regions: a rapid climb phase, a plateau phase, and a slow exponential growth phase. The
first model parameter is called (1) PLATEAU ACTIVITY and is the plateau Activity value
achieved in the climb phase, which also corresponds to the Activity value throughout the
next phase. The second is (2) TLAG and is the number of days the Activity is steady. The
last parameter is called (3) GROWTH (day-'). This factor describes the rate of exponential
growth.
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Until the fall of 1998, the last phase was characterized as a straight line with constant
slope. An extended length experimental run, almost twice the duration of the previous
runs, revealed that the last phase of production is more appropriately modeled with an
exponential term. The model was revised partway through the internship though it did not
affect the modeling of the first production phase where my work was concentrated.
2.2 Focus on PLATEAU ACTIVITY
The focus of my internship project was to reduce the variability in the production profile.
After my work was initiated, it became clear that the dominant source of profile variability
was variability in the first phase (the climb to PLATEAU ACTIVITY). In addition, a
small increase in the plateau level (also PLATEAU ACTIVITY value) has lasting effects
throughout the duration of the run. This feature is important because the total run
production is measured by the area under this curve yielding a cumulative effect. A higher
PLATEAU ACTIVITY also provides a more even distribution of the increase in
productivity, which helps with overall production planning downstream, specifically in
purification operations.
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3 Description of the Problem
After some initial plotting of production variables and the PLATEAU ACTIVITY values
from a 18-month history of runs, it became evident that runs occurring in Reactor D
produced 20 percent less product on average than the other three reactors as measured by
PLATEAU ACTIVITY. This finding was rapidly communicated to operations
management (Appendix A). The findings are shown in Figure 3 where the PLATEAU
ACTIVITY values for all runs (notated with a run tag number) are separated by the reactor
used (A, B, C, or D). The center of each diamond shows the mean value for the respective
reactor.
Activity (U/L)
B C D
Reactor
Figure 3: PLATEAU ACTIVITY vs. Reactor for 18 month run history.
These findings became the focus for the third phase of my internship project, and two
approaches were taken to find the root cause and identify possible fixes. The first involved
applying advanced statistical methods to the data to elicit the cause, while the second
involved pooling the collective knowledge of employees most in touch with the process to
identify the cause.
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Ultimately, a measurable source of variability in manufacturing performance stems from
the interference of a mechanical linkage, the cover lift mechanism to the reactor. The
interference is most evident, and most detrimental, during run preparation. I have
proposed a redesign of the cover lift mechanism to de-couple it from the reactor during
runs which will have the indirect effect of improving the plant capacity.
3.1 PCA Analysis
As part of my project, I prepared a data package for Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
by LFM Research Group 4 (RG4). As mentioned earlier, the system of data warehousing
and data extraction software made process data very accessible. There are roughly 70
process variables that are monitored continuously and stored every minute. Therefore, a
sixty-day run yields a data set with 86,400 rows and 70 columns. PCA is well suited to
analysis of large datasets and is able to identify the key controlling relationships that are
not otherwise apparent.
The prepared data set included only the harvesting portion of runs, which is a subset of the
data set described above, and only representative daily values of all 70 process variables
were used. This narrowed the data set to a more manageable size consisting of 24 runs of
49 lines each, hence 1176 rows by 74 variables. I added more columns to this as new data
was gathered and assembled. Beyond collecting data, much of this effort involved
developing an algorithm to encode and normalize the data for shipment outside the
sponsoring company. For confidentiality reasons, the variables were code-named and
normalized to a zero mean and unit variance. A translation table held at the sponsoring
company facilitated communication between the sponsoring company and RG4.
3.2 Brainstorming
The second approach taken to investigate the Reactor D under-performance problem was
through discussions. A brainstorming session was organized involving key employees
throughout the facility. All ideas were cataloged and several were identified for follow-up.
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Among the possible explanations for the problem, other interesting data points were
identified. Because of the nature of a brainstorming session, nothing was ruled out initially
and the list of ideas contained a lot of isolated incidents or noise. It was also possible that
there was a pattern to these isolated incidents that might explain the Reactor D problem.
Several of the ideas revolved around opportunities to improve cell culture mixing. It was
thought that inadequate mixing in the reactor might cause isolated pockets with slightly
different conditions. These pockets may inhibit the protein production and therefore not
allow the culture as a whole to perform as well as it could. The other predominant idea
was that regardless of the biological phenomena involved, there must be something
mechanically different about Reactor D.
The meeting concluded with six contending theories that all required more data collection
in order to evaluate them. They were tracked and evaluated as I accessed more and more
process data. As I learned more about the current process, the 'reduced microcarrier'
theory began to emerge as the most likely cause of the Reactor D problem. The reduced
microcarrier theory contends that Reactor D is overfilled during startup. This causes a
very long 'Perfusion Start to First Flush' time that may cause microcarriers to be sent to
the harvest tank. Once this theory began to materialize, I narrowed my data collection
efforts to the data necessary to evaluate this theory alone. Before designing new data
collection experiments, supporting evidence of the problem was already visible in my
research to date to understand the existing variability.
3.3 Understanding the Variability in Production
The production process prior to PLATEAU ACTIVITY can be further broken down into
several steps (Figure 4). Most of this is considered run preparation, but cannot be
neglected since much of the variability in the process occurs during this setup period. I
focused on four of the five aspects of run preparation: (1) Buffer Drain, (2) Media
Preparation, (3) Media Load, and (4) Perfusion.
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Buffer Drain Media Load Inoculation Perfusion
Media Pr4ep
Figure 4: Run preparation flow diagram.
3.3.1 Buffer Drain
After the reactors are cleaned and sterilized in preparation for the next run, the reactor is
filled with a slurry of Buffer material containing microcarriers, small bead-like elements
that the CHO cells adhere to during production. The DCS drains the reactor and shuts the
drain valve when the weight reads 425 kg.
The expected plot of reactor weight versus time is shown below. The reactor level
decreases at a near constant rate determined by the throttle valve and the remaining level in
the vessel. Figure 5 shows the Buffer Drain profiles of a large sampling of historical runs.
Each graph plots reactor weight versus time and is notated with the run tag number and the
reactor letter.
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Figure 5: Individual plots of the Buffer Drain cycle (reactor weight vs. time) for several runs.
There are two important differences in the Buffer Drain profiles in the plots shown versus
the expected plot of the event. The first and most prominent difference is that some plots
have a 'knee' in them and some do not. Some runs (such as run 8154) show that the
draining commenced properly, the reactor weight plateaued at around 700 kg, and then
suddenly dropped to around 400 kg fifteen minutes later. These profiles reflect the fact
that the reactor weight readings were entered manually by an operator to override the input
from the reactor weight sensors. Presumably, once the reactor was drained to the
appropriate level of 425 L, the weight input was restored to the weight sensor input. In
order to correct for the visually misleading 'knee' in the plots, one can assume the drain
actually continues to occur at the same rate at which it begins until the lower plateau is
reached.
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Secondly, the plots all decrease to a certain plateau weight value, which itself has
variability. Because the drain piping taps into the vessel at the tank volume of 425 L, no
less than 425 L can remain in the vessel upon completion of this step. Since some of the
above plots show reactor weight readings less than 425 L, some of the weight sensors
appear to be out of calibration. Not coincidentally, these runs, such as 7295 and 8044, are
also associated with the manual bypassing of the weight sensors as indicated by the 'knee'
explained above. The only way to drain the reactor down to the appropriate level with a
weight sensor that reads lower than actual is to manually override the recipe.
Both discrepancies are explained by weight sensor calibration errors; operators physically
drain the reactors to the proper level and then place the recipe back in automatic. While
this process of manual intervention actually produces the correct end result repeatably, it
would be better if the automated script in the DCS could achieve this result without
intervention. The weight calibration problem also embeds itself in the three remaining run
preparation steps (Media Load, Inoculation, and Perfusion) where it has a larger effect on
the process.
3.3.2 Media Preparation
Another source of variability is the temperature history of the media prior to use in the
reactors. It is mixed at ambient temperature and raised to operating temperature after
injection into the reactor. Sometimes it is cooled during the period between media load and
inoculation.' In Figure 6, there are individual plots of media temperatures for several
batches used in runs. A run tag number on each plot indicates the run in which the media
was later used.
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Figure 6: Individual plots of media temperature (degrees C vs. time) for several batches. Each plot
shows the run number for which the media was later used. The letters indicate the reactor.
The amount of time a batch of media is held before use ranges from a low value in run
8070 to a high value in run 7295. More importantly, the media used in run 7295 also spent
30 percent of the time at operating temperature, which accelerates the normal degradation
of the media. Figure 7 shows a statistical correlation between media 'hot time' and
maximum achievable PLATEAU ACTIVITY performance for the run. The line in the plot
is a fitted correlation curve with fairly good confidence excluding the samples in the
2
circle. Six of the seven runs circled used reactor D and so the presence of another
interaction was suspected. This correlation had been previously identified, but runs since
March 1998 have added confidence to this assessment. Reducing the time that media
spends at operating temperature helps preserve its effectiveness. From a manufacturing
standpoint, it is also best to minimize the total wait time since it would reduce steps and
avoid the media degradation issue altogether.
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Figure 7: Plot of PLATEAU ACTIVITY for several runs vs. the time media spent hot prior to use.
The facility is already addressing this issue by improving the timing of media preparation
and reactor runs. Currently, media is prepared in a single large vessel that supplies the four
large reactors and two seed reactors. A second media preparation vessel, one-tenth of the
size, may be placed in service and incorporated into the current scheduling procedures.
This would allow the large and small-scale media preparation vessels to become dedicated
suppliers to different tanks.
3.3.3 Media Load
Following Buffer Drain, the reactor is loaded with fresh media. This is a recipe-driven
transfer that ends once the reactor weight sensors read 1800 kg.3 Though the desired
amount of media transferred is 1375 L, there is a certain amount of variability about this
value since the reactor total weight is sensed and not the amount transferred.
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Figure 8 shows the media transfer amounts for the history of runs separated by reactor.
These amounts are measured by the change in weight sensor readings during the transfer.
In Figure 9, plots for the same event are shown, only from the point of view of the
upstream media tank.
1800 1 1
1700 F
1
(L)
1500
1400
1300
1200
600 F
A B C D
Reactor
Figure 8: Plot of media transferred to the reactor on initial loading (liters of media vs. reactor) for
several runs separated by reactor. The load cells on the reactors measured these values.
Aside from the variability in the transfer amounts both within a reactor and between
reactors, there is a significant discrepancy between the two observations of the same events
in Reactor D. The media tank uses level transmitters instead of load cells to provide a
measure of its own contents. These are more accurate based on technician experience with
the level transmitters and the much more frequent calibration of these instruments over the
reactor weight sensors. Based on the transfer amounts obtained from the media tank level,
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it appears that Reactor D on average receives 16 percent more media than the others during
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Figure 9: Plot of media transferred to the reactor on initial loading (liters of media vs. reactor) for
several runs separated by reactor. The upstream media tank level transmitters measured these values.
startup (Appendix B). The overfilled reactor condition lasts for 2 days (until day G2)
when perfusion is initiated and the excess media is drawn over to the harvest tank.
Although it is possible that the overfill situation may have some biological impact, the
predominant effect is on the perfusion system startup and the subsequent effect on the
initial conditions of the run.
3.3.4 Perfusion
The are two aspects of perfusion to consider: steady-state operation and initiation. In order
to understand either, it is necessary to understand the components of the perfusion system
and how they work.
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The perfusion system is comprised of a settling cone that taps into the top of the reactor,
and a perfusion pump that pumps fluid from the cone to the harvest tank (Figure 10).
Settling Cone
Flush Tube
Down Tube
_H Harvest Pump Suction
I* Feed Inlet
Figure 10: Picture of reactor and settling cone.
The inverted-cone-shaped settling apparatus permits continuous harvesting of the raw
protein without removing the cells. The unique settling cones, which were patented by the
company (Continuous Settling Apparatus, US Patent No. 5733776, March 31, 1998,
Barngrover, Jacobsen, Nicolakis, Fleury), provide a self-flushing capability that prevents
cone clogging. This capability is accomplished entirely mechanically without boundary
penetrations for electrical connectors or air hoses as found in other designs.
The perfusion pump downstream of the settling cone discharges fluid to the harvest tank,
and for this reason, is also called the harvest pump. When the liquid level is low, it creates
a vacuum in the settling cone by removing gas from the air space in the reactor. The
vacuum draws liquid up into the settling cone until it reaches the outlet where the perfusion
pump then sends it to the harvest tank.
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3.3.4.1 Steady-State
In steady-state operation, the liquid level in the reactor is approximately at the level of the
flush tube inlet and always above the down tube inlet (see Figure 11). Media is
continuously fed into the reactor and is controlled by a throttle valve. Meanwhile, the
harvest pump draws a vacuum in the empty settling cone, which draws liquid up both the
down tube and the flush tube at a lesser rate than the media feed rate (I).4 The liquid
continues to be drawn into the settling cone where the sloped sides reduce the liquid
upward velocity to less than the settling velocity (II). The cells thus fall back into the
reactor or remain suspended in the bottom of the settling cone until flushing occurs. Once
the liquid reaches the outlet, the liquid, including the therapeutic protein product, is
harvested at a faster rate than the media feed rate (III).5
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Figure 11: Reactor volume cycle during steady-state cone-flushing operation.
At this point, the reactor liquid level decreases until it drops below the flush tube inlet. This
breaks the vacuum in the settling cone and its contents flush back into the reactor. This flushing
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(I)
action even pulls much of the flush tube volume of liquid up through the neck of the flush tube
and down into the settling cone (IV). The flushing action is halted as soon as the liquid level in
the reactor reseals the inlet to the flush tube, and the cycle is started all over again as the harvest
pump commences drawing a vacuum in the settling cone.
Previously, these settling cones would sometimes shift their mode of operation with no
indication midway through a reactor run. A slight modification to the settling cones apparently
fixed the unexpected mode-shifting, but it was important to understand the cause more
thoroughly. For this reason, reactor weight data from several runs, both with the mode-shifting
behavior and without it, was examined using signal processing tools. When plotted, the weight
data has a periodic, saw-tooth shape: the weight decreases during harvesting, until the cone
flushes, and then increases as the cone reestablishes an adequate vacuum. Two important
variables, amplitude and frequency, were identified from this analysis. By monitoring these
variables, the behavior and make corrections before full onset of the alternate mode of operation.
The amplitude of the weight data waveform markedly decreases by 40 percent as the settling
cone shifts modes. It was found by taking a weighted average of the high value minus the low
value within a specified time window. In addition, Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) were used to
isolate the various frequencies that comprise the normal waveform. Prior to shifting modes, the
frequencies are fairly steady and correspond to the expected weight changes characteristic of the
mechanical operation. In the alternate mode, the frequencies, however, are not apparent and the
behavior is characterized more appropriately as random. Figure 12 is a plot of the frequencies
present during cone operation in a run that contained a mode shift. The mode shift occurs where
the low frequency line drops off in the plot. On close examination, the shift actually occurs over
a two-day period, which allows ample time to correct the behavior. It also shows that the inflow
of media has a strong cyclic pattern to it that is determined by the control loop for the media inlet
throttle valve (a light, high frequency trace in the plot). The signal processing analysis of the
history of reactor runs confirmed that the settling cones have not shifted modes since the
engineering modification. There was also no indication of mode-shifting in the extended length
run that almost doubled the normal run duration.
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Figure 12: A plot of frequency vs. time using a signal processing tool. A mode shift occurred during this run
indicated by the drop off in the low frequency line (provided by Junehee Lee of LFM Research Group 4).
A MATLAB Simulink simulation was built that revealed several nuances in the actual operation
of the settling cone. The first was the reliance on significant surface tension at the inlet to the
flush tube in providing a full, uninhibited flush. Surface tension allows the liquid level in the
reactor to drop perhaps as much as 0.75 inches below the inlet before breaking the vacuum
contained in the cone volume. In order for a complete flush, all of the cone contents must fall
into the reactor before the resealing of the flush tube inlet. This 0.75 inches is sufficient to allow
a complete flush of the cone before the seal is reestablished.6
3.3.4.2 Startup
During the initiation of perfusion on day G2, there is a dynamic period of operation until steady
state is reached. Run preparation will typically load the reactor with 2000L of a combination of
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cells, media (nutrients), and microcarriers (cell-holding substrate).7 Upon initiation of perfusion,
media flow starts, pressure is raised, and the perfusion pump is turned on.
If the reactor contains more than the steady-state value of 2000 L, the perfusion system will
continue to pump the excess material to the harvest tank until the first cone flush which will
occur at about that volume. Since the perfusion pump is a positive-displacement pump, the
amount of time that passes from perfusion start to harvesting ('Perfusion Start to First Flush')
depends on the volume of the excess material. If this time is prolonged, settled cells in the throat
of the cone and down tube will collect and possibly cause channeling, a jet effect in the settling
cone. The jet of incoming fluid into the cone may now exceed the settling velocity of the cells
and allow the cells to reach the perfusion pump where they are pumped to the harvest tank. It is
also possible that cells will coalesce at the inlet to the flush tube and cause blockage. Complete
blockage here would cause the cone to flush when the liquid level in the reactor reaches the
down tube inlet, significantly lower than the flush tube inlet and the sight-glass. Aside from the
jet effect, any delay in the 'Perfusion Start to First'Flush' time will result in an increase in
pressure in the reactor, which may also cause cells to exceed the settling velocity and be carried
over into the harvest tank. The written procedure calls for this pressure increase in the event of a
large delay. In the cases where the reactor contains less than 2000 L at startup, media flows into
the reactor immediately upon commencing the perfusion startup procedure until normal flushing
initiates.
Another dynamic characteristic of both the overfilled and underfilled reactor situations is
procedure-related. If the 'Perfusion Start to First Flush' time period takes longer than expected,
the procedure recommends increasing reactor pressure in order to induce flushing by force-filling
the settling cone. This is intended to overcome the chattering which can occur on perfusion
startup due to unbalanced inputs. During chattering, the cone repeatedly starts filling but flushes
almost immediately. It occurs when the media feed rate, the perfusion pump rate, and the reactor
pressure are unbalanced, all of which may occur during the somewhat precarious startup of
perfusion. This behavior was also seen in the Simulink model. The simulation was very
sensitive to the initial reactor levels upon startup and would hang up occasionally, just as
chattering 'hangs up' the process. Another dynamic worth noting is operator-related. Because
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of the need for operator intervention to achieve the required balance of inputs during perfusion
startup, the manual adjustments can be a source of variability. Sometimes the operators must
increase the reactor pressure significantly to force-fill the settling cone and force fluid through
the perfusion pump. This has the unintended effect of sending microcarriers and cells to the
harvest tank, making them unavailable for production in the reactor for the duration of the run.
Figure 13 shows plots of reactor weight during perfusion startups for the same run history shown
earlier. The weight adjustments during perfusion startup (the vertical adjustments in the graphs)
go both up and down. This is normal and depends on the volume that was initially placed into
the reactor. Reactor D adjustments are all decreases in volume indicating that Reactor D is
always overfilled requiring perfusion to pump out the excess liquid. The difference with Reactor
D is also noticeable when looking at the duration of the perfusion startups. It normally takes 30
minutes to 2 hours to reach steady-state operation. Reactor D perfusion startups take longer on
average than those in the other reactors and commonly take about 5 hours. This lengthy
'Perfusion Start to First Flush' defeats the settling function of the cone and may allow
microcarriers to be pumped to the harvest tank. If excess pressure is used to initiate cone-
flushing, this may be another mechanism that sends microcarriers to harvest. Overfilling Reactor
D during media load can have considerable effects on perfusion startup.
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Figure 13: Individual plots of reactor weight vs. time for perfusion startup. The plots are labeled with run
numbers and reactor letters. (Runs 8120 and 8126 are not available.)
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4 Results and Conclusions
A few theories for the variability of Reactor D performance were developed during the
brainstorming session, all of which were possible explanations of the observed under-production
yet required more data for either confirmation or elimination. The possibilities included
explanations that were biological in nature, process-oriented, and mechanical in nature. The
group collectively felt that a mechanical difference in Reactor D including its associated tanks
and piping must be the root cause of the problem. This is not to say there is something different
biologically, but that something is different mechanically that manifests itself in the biological
effect of PLATEAU ACTIVITY under-performance.
4.1 Isolation of Variability Source
The 'reduced microcarrier' theory was the most plausible based on the observed variability at
various stages of run preparation and, therefore, became the focus of my project. This theory
states that due to routine overfilling of Reactor D on startup, microcarriers are pumped or
pressure-driven to the harvest tank during perfusion startup. This causes runs in Reactor D to
have fewer microcarriers and therefore fewer cells suspended in the reactor. In order to confirm
this, more mechanically-focused data was collected: (1) Reactor Internal Measurements, (2)
Reactor Load Cell Calibration Verifications, and (3) Perfusion Initiation Harvest Samples.
4.1.1 Reactor Internal Measurements
The Reactor Internal Measurements provided a purely mechanical comparison of the four
reactors and were intended to identify any differences despite the identical designs. It involved
taking detailed measurements of dimensions of components inside the reactors and also of
clearances between internal components. A copy of the Reactor Internal Measurements
Worksheet used to collect this data can be found in Appendix D.
There are some slight differences in the sparger elements in the reactors, though these do not
pose a problem. Within each reactor, there is one N2 sparger and one 02 sparger.9 Because the
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tubes to the sparging elements were independently kinked to fit each reactor, their shapes are
slightly different. Also, the relative positioning of the N2 and 02 spargers within each reactor
were different. In Reactor B, the two elements came together at a different angle than the
others.' 0 In other cases, the sparger element touched the sloped portion of the reactor bottom.
Regardless, none of these differences were unique to Reactor D and therefore do not explain its
production shortfall.
Another difference between the reactors is external. The piping that supplies an activation
chemical to the reactors is about 33 percent longer for Reactor D than the others. Since the
piping remains drained between usage, it has been ruled out as a possible cause of the Reactor D
problem.
4.1.2 Reactor Load Cell Calibration Verifications
Reactor weight readings provided by the weight sensors (also called load cells) were the most
suspect early on. In the Reactor Load Cell Calibration Verifications, each reactor was filled with
water in a controlled fashion and the weight sensor readings were recorded at various points
during the fill. This was accomplished in two conditions of the reactor, both with the cover
raised and lowered. Also, major piping to the reactor was disconnected and re-connected to
investigate the influence of the piping. A copy of the written procedure for this test can be found
in Appendix E. Verification of the load cell calibration was not the sole intent of this
experiment; it was hoped that anything interfering with the load cells in measuring reactor
contents weight would be identified.
The results of tests are summarized in Figure 14. The data is plotted for the tests done in the
operating condition of the reactor.
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Figure 14: Plot of reactor weight reading offsets from actual at various weights throughout the operating
range. All four reactors are included in this plot.
Most notably, the load cells on Reactor D have a negative bias causing the DCS to reflect a
content volume that is much lower than actual. This explains the overfilling of Reactor D during
the initial media load during preparation and confirms a key point in the proposed 'reduced
microcarrier' theory. The results also show some calibration discrepancies in the other reactors,
though none are as significant.
The second feature of these results is the non-linearity of the error within each reactor. A bias
error would have a linear effect throughout the range of weights. In Reactor D, there is a taper in
the error at the high end of the range, and in Reactor A, it is even more pronounced. Assuming
the load cells are operating within the linear portion of the scale, there is another effect going on.
In addition, the weight readings were not consistent throughout the range when the tests were run
with the cover lowered onto the reactor. During the tests in the operating condition of the
reactor, the sensor error was not consistent and changed significantly as the weight increased.
This was true for almost all of the reactors, but was most evident in Reactor D. This confirms
that binding is occurring when the cover is lowered onto the reactor in a normal run condition.
Visually, the binding is occurring between the plates of the cover and lift brackets (Figure 15).
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The effect of the major piping proved insignificant and the effect of the binding was identified as
the root cause of the load cell inaccuracies.
Figure 15: Sketches of the Cover Lift Mechanism, which raises and lowers the cover on the reactor. The right
is a blown-up view. The binding occurs on the faces of the cover and lift brackets.
4.1.3 Perfusion Startup Harvest Samples
The leading theory that Reactor D runs contained fewer microcarriers than the other reactors
during runs prompted this data collection. A sample of harvest tank fluid was drawn on G3, the
first day after the initiation of perfusion, during four different runs (one from each reactor).
Thirty minutes prior to sampling, the agitation rate was raised in the harvest tank to suspend any
settled microcarriers in the fluid to provide a representative sample. The sample was then drawn
and centrifuged to separate out the microcarriers."
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Figure 16: Amount of microcarriers pumped or pressure-driven to the harvest tank during perfusion startup
on each reactor.
The results in Figure 16 show that a significant amount of microcarriers was sent to the harvest
tank during perfusion startup in Reactor D. Only one sample was collected from each harvest
tank and only one run from each reactor was sampled, statistically leaving a low confidence in
the results. Based on operator and supervisor informal interviews, it is a common reality that
substantial amounts of microcarriers exist in the Reactor D harvest tank. The cause of excessive
microcarriers for the Reactor D harvest tank sample was a stuck-open feed valve, though it may
occur in different ways for different runs in Reactor D.
4.2 Conclusions
Mechanical binding in the cover lift mechanism coupled with miscalibrated load cells on Reactor
D causes it to be routinely overfilled with media by 16 percent on average at the start of a run.
Subsequently, perfusion startup corrects this overfilled reactor condition, but in the process,
leaves the reactor with significantly fewer microcarriers than the other reactors for the duration
of the run. This explains the 20 percent less productivity of Reactor D relative to the others.
Addressing the issue of mechanical binding in the cover lift mechanism will eliminate a
significant amount of variability associated with the first phase of production. Since this phase
carries the majority of the production variability, there will be improvements to the entire
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process including a 4.3 percent increase in overall manufacturing plant capacity (see Figure 17).
The next section evaluates the possible solutions and evaluates the returns on the best proposal.
Activity
(U/day)
Days
Figure 17: Production improvement after completion of engineering change. This amounts to a 4.3%
increase in overall plant capacity.
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5 Recommendations
The most promising solution is a redesign of the cover lift mechanism. Two other options, a
recipe change and a level transmitter installation, have been abandoned but remain viable if the
cover lift mechanism design change proves unsuccessful.
5.1 Cover Lift Mechanism Design Change
The current cover lift mechanism design was re-evaluated at an on-site meeting with both the
sponsoring company and Braun Biotech personnel present. Braun Biotech is the original
manufacturer of the reactors and mechanisms and became involved in the process in the fall
when the issue first came up. The meeting took cover lift mechanism redesign as the starting
point and resulted in an implementation plan.
5.1.1 Discussion of Proposals
Braun Biotech presented four design change proposals, which are outlined in the meeting
minutes found in Appendix F. All of the proposals could be implemented from the current
configuration but require varying degrees of modification. Quite possibly the best option is
Proposal 4 "Removable Plate on Top". This requires the manufacture of a simple part and
minimizes the amount of cutting into the existing components. From an economical standpoint,
it is also the most inexpensive. Previously, the sponsoring company and Braun had discussed
possibilities only informally (Appendix C).
The sponsoring company has chosen to proceed cautiously and has laid out an implementation
plan that takes advantage of three of the proposals. First, specific measurements of the
mechanism on all reactors will be taken and compared to those of Reactor C (Reactor C appears
to have adequate clearances). If the others have improperly-manufactured clearances, their
binding surfaces will be ground down to create the proper clearances (Proposal 1). If this does
not fix the problem, removable plates will be manufactured for the mechanism on Reactor D
(Proposal 4), which will also require some cutting of material on the Lift Bracket. If the
Proposal 4 "Removable Plate on Top" option is not adequate, a more involved redesign of the
Lift Bracket is still an option (Proposal 2, Figure 18). An outside vendor will be required to
conduct this engineering change, and the Lift Brackets will need to be removed from the facility
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and worked on remotely. Unfortunately, Proposal 3 (Figure 19) at this point is not available
without extra work since some the material that was removed will need to be welded back on.
OIJTER SATIONARY
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Figure 18: Mechanical drawings of Proposal 2 for the Cover Lift Mechanism (provided by Braun Biotech).
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Figure 19: Mechanical drawings of Proposal 3 for the Cover Lift Mechanism (provided by Braun Biotech).
I recommend pursuing a redesign of the Cover Lift Mechanism that completely de-couples it
from the reactor during reactor runs using Proposal 4. Proposals that make small adjustments to
the existing design, such as Proposal 1, may only postpone the problem and will not be a
permanent solution. Proposals 2 and 3 both provide complete de-coupling but will be more
expensive. More machining is involved in reworking the existing parts and in some cases this
will need to be done at remote shops. This also increases the chances of misalignment once the
new parts are reinstalled at the facility, which is part of the cause of the current problem. It also
demands careful coordination since it may interfere with the production schedule. Proposal 4
where a new part is added to the existing design (with only a small amount of cutting) is the
simplest solution and the most inexpensive. Four new parts (one for each reactor) can be
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manufactured easily at a local machine shop since they do not require high tolerances or special
materials. Also, the lead-time will be very short and will not hinder production. From many
perspectives, Proposal 4 is the best option.
5.1.2 Return on Investment
The benefits of process improvements are not always easily measured. These benefits are often
quantified in order to aid decision-making on whether to invest in a process improvement. Since
only tangible benefits can be quantified, the intangibles are typically ignored, though they may
even overpower the detailed valuation of the tangibles. The tangible benefits of implementing
the engineering change to the reactors can be calculated using a Return on Investment (ROI)
approach.
In proceeding with the ROI calculations, the use of the additional capacity had to be considered.
The facility has traditionally operated at capacity continuously, and each incremental
improvement enabled it to meet, or exceed, the growing demand. Depending on demand
forecasts, either production will continue to grow to meet demand or another product will be
introduced at the facility in order to maintain full utilization of capacity. The analysis assumes
that the plant will continue to operate at capacity whether it produces one or any number of
products.
Also, the 4.3-percent capacity improvement was determined from bringing the performance of
Reactor D to the level of the others. The mechanical binding that limits its production is present
in all of the reactors' Cover Lift Mechanisms, though to a lesser degree. The capacity
improvement will actually be larger if the engineering change is made for all four reactors. In
calculating the costs, it is also assumed that all reactors undergo the change. Both of these
assumptions give a conservative estimate for the ROI.
On the cost side of the ROI calculation, there were several conservative estimates and
assumptions. The LFM partnership fee was considered a one-time expense occurring in the past
year. All other expenses occur in the coming year and are therefore subject to a discount rate of
20 percent (approximate pharmaceutical industry average). These remaining expenses include1 2 :
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(1) the time of one engineer,
(2) the coordination or meeting time of managers, engineers, and technicians,
(3) the manufacture of the additional parts for all reactors,
(4) the weight sensor recalibration efforts, and
(5) the opportunity cost of the reactor downtime associated with implementing the change.
Profits from this production facility were estimated as one-half the total company profits using
data from the previous year, and the selling price and production costs of any additional products
produced at the facility were set equal to those of the current product. The additional profits
from the 4.3-percent capacity increase will also occur in the coming year and were discounted at
the same rate of 20 percent.
The ROI for this project based on the tangible benefits is approximately 60 percent, and the
intangible benefits will only add to this. As data was collected in the course of this project, it
was easy to misunderstand certain cause and effect relationships because of unknown,
interrelated factors. For example, when the media 'hot time' effects were discovered, some runs
with short media 'hot times' were still limited in their performance. This eventually led to the
discovery of the Reactor D discrepancy but not without questioning the media 'hot time' and
performance correlation. The Reactor D discrepancy actually masked the media 'hot time' effect
and most likely masks other factors that effect performance. By making the process
.improvements identified in Reactor D, other incremental improvement opportunities will become
apparent. Because the intangible benefits of a process improvement project are not measurable,
companies are reluctant to invest in them. Management that is committed to investing in the
process and maintaining a long-term outlook will reap the full benefits of process improvement
projects.
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5.2 Other Options
5.2.1 Recipe Change
A recipe change avoids the issue of the reactor weight sensor inaccuracies entirely. Computer
script in the recipe that calls for the reactor weight can be rewritten so that reactor weight is no
longer input for the important steps (i.e. run preparation steps) of the process.
In the Buffer Drain step, the reactor could be drained based on a fixed amount of time for the
drain, which could be calculated using flow rates and checked with historical data. In the
subsequent Media Load step, the recipe could sense the change in the Media Tank level in
determining the correct transfer amount to the reactor. These fixes are flawed in a very
important way: they do not provide robust control to each event. For example, there is no
feedback to prevent the reactor from overfilling during the Media Load step if the reactor is
already full at the start. In order to close the control loop, it is essential to sense the contents of
the reactor during each of these steps.
This can be done by altering the recipe to allow operator input. The Buffer Drain step can be
stopped by an operator's visual observation of the level in the reactor. The Media Load step can
be conducted in the same way. (There are sight-glasses at these levels that make this possible.)
Some repeatability and reliability in the process will be lost in doing so, as is the case with any
human involvement in the process. On the positive side, the data in Figure 5 shows that this has
been the mode of operation for some time as operators have naturally overcome the problems
encountered in these steps.
5.2.2 Level Transmitter Installation
The feedback loop can also be closed in the draining and filling steps by replacing the reactor
weight sensors. Level transmitters work well in other tanks in the facility and are typically much
easier to use, according to Metrology personnel. The weight sensors (or load cells) are
inherently less accurate and are potentially subjected to conditions for which they are not
designed. Just their physical placement in the system alone calls the appropriateness into
question. Each 2000 L steel reactor, plus 2000 kg of contents and a 170-kg agitator motor, rests
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solely on the three, finger-like load cells mounted on the frame. Any physical disturbance to the
reactor (i.e. maintenance, cover-lowering, crane operation) is felt by the load cells, which were
not intended for impulse excitation. Level transmitters may be more appropriate for this use, but
they also come with their own set of drawbacks. The observation that load cells work flawlessly
in other similar systems has also motivated the cover lift mechanism redesign option. Redesign
is the only solution that addresses the root cause of the problem.
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Appendix A
MTS Tech Note
Author:
Date:
File:
Revision:
Distribution:
Subject:
K. M. Steltenpohl
November 5,1998
0
Reactor D Undemerfornance
Summary
Reactor D performs 20% less than the other three reactors as measured by PLATEAU ACTIVITY.
Background
The output, and hence success, of a run is determined by the total units produced, which is equal to the area
under the Activity curve. A higher initial Activity plateau level means a higher overall run average Activity
value (see Tech Note New Parameterization of Productivity Profiles, JP, 11/5/98).
Since ----- , the PLATEAU ACT/VITY values of runs in Reactor D are significantly lower than those of runs in
the other reactors. Figure 1 shows a comparison of these values for runs in each of the reactors. This effect
is even more prominent in Figure 2 where Reactor D is pitted against the combined performance of Reactors
A, B, and C. The average PLATEAU ACTIVITYfor Reactor D and for 'Non-Reactor D' runs is -- U/L and ---
U/L respectively. With 99.7% confidence, one can say that this difference is not random but is in fact
systematic.
Next Steps
Possibilities for this discrepancy were discussed at a meeting on October 1 9 h . Follow-up actions are
underway and pertinent results will be reported in later Tech Notes.
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Figure 1. Comparison of PLATEAU ACTIVITY in
all four reactors.
Figure 2. Comparison of PLATEAU ACTIVITY in
Reactor D versus Reactors A, B, and C combined.
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Appendix B
MTS Tech Note
Author: K. M. Steltenpohl
Date: December 8, 1998
File:
Revision: 1
Distribution:
Subject: Analysis of Reactor Weight During Startup
Summary
It appears that Reactor D on average receives 16% more media than the others during startup. This may be related to
the under-performance in Reactor D.
Background
The media transfer at the start of a run is controlled by the DCS, which senses the reactor weight as measured by the
load cells. Buffer is drained through the sample port until the reactor weight equals 425 kg, and then media is
transferred until the reactor weight equals 1800 kg. The target amount of media transferred is thus 1375 kg (or Liters)
(see Figure 1). Some variability in the transfer exists in all reactors.
According to the corresponding level drop in the Media Tank, Reactor D on average receives 1665 L of media instead
of the 1375 L target (see Figure 2). Based on recent performance during calibrations, the Media Tank Level is a
trustworthy source. This apparent overfill situation is accompanied by excessive harvesting during the start of
perfusion on G2. The harvest pump corrects for the overfilled condition by sending material to the harvest tank until the
reactor achieves the normal, steady-state, cone-flushing volume. This behavior, common to Reactor D, and the
confidence in Media Tank Level suggest that Reactor D is overfilled and that its Load Cell measurements are
inaccurate. This may be related to the under-performance in Reactor D (Tech Note, KMS, 11/5/1998).
Next Steps
A verification of the Load Cell calibration and an investigation of measurement interference will be conducted during
the turnaround for each reactor. We are still pursuing a definitive link between this overfill condition and the observed
under-performance in Reactor D.
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Figure 1. Media transferred as measured by the Figure 2. Media transferred as measured by the
Reactor Load Cell weight increase. Media Tank level drop.
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Appendix C
Braun Visit Minutes
Thursday, 5 Nov 98, 9:15-10:15am
Attendees
Bill Chipura
Len Goren, Braun Rep.
Tim Houck
Steve Kennedy
John Prior
Ernest Stadler, Braun Rep.
Kurt Steltenpohl
Background
Ernest Stadler, Braun Product Manager, and Leonard Goren, Vice President Sales and Services, visited the facility
to address the issue of binding on the reactors. Mechanical binding, specifically between the cover and cover lift
mechanism, may significantly affect the measured weight of the reactors by the load cells. Ernie and Len agreed
this was a problem with our reactors and indicated several points where binding is occurring. They cited the cover
lift mechanism as the biggest offender and included other connecting piping as well.
Definitions
Cover Lift Mechanism. The lift motor, shaft, sleeve, and all connecting parts to the reactor cover.
Cover. The bolted-down, manway cover on top of the reactor or reactor 'lid'.
Cover Fork. The two metal arms which extend from the cover toward the cover lift mechanism.
Lift Fork. The two metal arms which extend from the cover lift mechanism, which are pinned and bolted to the
cover fork during lift operation only.
Lift Sleeve. The vertical guide in which the lift shaft travels during cover lift mechanism operation.
Cover Lift Mechanism
Several ideas to eliminate the binding between the cover lift mechanism and the reactor are listed below.
Fork Facelift
The idea here is to grind the faces of the cover fork and the lift fork. This would improve (create) clearance
between the two forks where they currently bind.
Wishbone Approach
Pull apart the cover fork prongs and weld a block of steel in place to permanently widen the gap. This also
would improve the clearance between the two forks. This can only be done at the top of the forks and may
not widen the fork enough at the bottom.
Bill 'Side-Bolt' Chipura
Redesign the existing cover fork/lift fork assembly. Remove the bolt that drops down through the two
pieces and remove the steel plate that it rests on. Drill two holes horizontally through the two forks and
place bolts through these holes. They would act as pins and also as clamps to add side-to-side stiffness.
This configuration allows the lift fork to be raised above the cover fork and swung to the side during runs
and guarantees complete decoupling between the cover lift mechanism and the reactor. This plan would
require a detailed look at the stresses and stiffness associated with the new design.
Tree Trimming
Shorten the length of the lift sleeve so that the lift fork can be lowered enough to clear the cover fork. The
lift fork could then be swung to the side during runs and also guarantees complete decoupling. The lift fork
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will also need to be shortened to clear the reactor vessel and the lift mechanism may need additional
redesign in order to allow the shaft to lower further.
PAM
Coat the contacting surfaces on one of the forks. This may help the pieces slide past eachother and reduce
the binding. The downside is that this does not create a clearance but actually adds thickness to the forks.
This new low-friction feature may be rendered useless because of the increased binding force.
Connecting Piping
Some piping from the reactor is also causing binding and Ernie recommended several fixes we should consider.
Behringer clamps (black rubber vibration clamps) at the bottom of reactor relief lines and jacket relief lines
should be loosened. They are currently tightened such that there is a hard connection between the reactor
and the skid.
Jacket relief lines rub against the skid on some of the reactors. (I think this is irrelevant right now due to
above Behringer clamp issue, but will need to be addressed once that is resolved.)
Many of the flexible hose connections (e.g. jacket in/out line on side of reactor, media feed inlet) are very
short and may not be very effective in removing the influence of the hardpiping on the reactor weight
measurement.
The reactor exhaust line and filter assembly puts pressure on the reactor due to its own weight.
When steam passes through many of the lines, the expansion in the piping affects the reactor weight
reading. (This effect should disappear once the steam is vented and the piping cooled.)
Actions
Ernie and Len concurred with taking weight measurements on a controlled fill of Reactor D during the next
turnaround and they would like to be included in this effort. This will be done twice, once with the cover
lift mechanism completely raised and all piping disconnected and again with the cover lift mechanism
lowered and piping in the normal operating condition. Kurt will email Len and inform him of the dates for
the next turnaround on D. In the meanwhile, Len will pull the drawings for the cover lift mechanism and
consider some of the design changes mentioned above.
KMS
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Appendix D
Bioreactor Internals Worksheet
Bioreactor:
Date:
Personnel:
Sparger Elements
02 Sparger
Dimension Description Value (in)
Overall Length
Length to Ptl
Length to Pt2
Dim1
Element Dim2
Element Dim3
N2 Sparger
Dimension Description Value (in)
Overall Length
Length to Ptl
Length to Pt2
Dim1
Element Dim2
Element Dim3
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Dimension
Hub Overall Height
-iption Value (in)
Length of cylinder from non-threaded end to end of
threaded flange
Hub Height Length of cylinder excluding threaded flange
Hub Height to Studs Length of cylinder from non-threaded end to center
of stud pin hole
Hub Diameter The diameter of the hub body
Threaded Flange The diameter of the threaded flange
Diameter
Stud Length Length of stud from hub body to end
Stud Length to Pin Length of stud from hub body to center of pin hole
Stud Diameter The diameter of the studs
Shaft
Dimension Description Value (in)
Length From snap ring at top to tip without hub attached
Diameter The diameter of the shaft
Blades
Dimension Description Value (in)
Height
Overall Width
Width to Pin
Width to Connector
Pin Hole Dim1
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Agitator
Hub
Settling Cone
Flush Tube Extension (Candy Cane)
Dimension Description Value (in)
Overall Height Entire length of tube
Internal Height From bottom inlet to underside offlange, portion
internal to the bioreactor
Hook Height From bottom inlet to bottom offoambreaker hooks
Diameter Outside diameter of tube
Vent Tube Extension (Down Tube)
Dimension Description Value (in)
Overall Height Entire length of tube
Internal Height From bottom inlet to underside offlange, portion
internal to the bioreactor
Diameter Outside diameter of tube
Foambreaker
Dimension Description Value (in)
Height Height of tube portion offoambreaker, excluding
eyelets
Diameter Outside diameter of tube
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Agitator Installed
The lid with agitator assembled should be pushed away from the entrance ladder until
two blades make contact with the bioreactor inside wall
Dimension Description Value (in)
Agitator Shaft From snap ring at top to the top of the hub nut
Length
Inline Shaft Hold the tape measure as if it were an extension of
Distance Off Bottom the shaft so the tape measure angle matches the
shaft angle.
The tape measure should be held against the shaft
surface that faces the entrance ladder.
Measure distance from tip of shaft and hub
assembly to the reactor inside wall.
Blade Direction
After Spargers Installed
Dimension Description Value (in)
02 Sparger
Clearancel
N2 Sparger
Clearance2
Space between
Spargers
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Clearances
After
Note:
.
Appendix E
Reactor C Load Cell Verification Procedure (Rev 2)
Purpose. The purpose of these tests is to determine the effects of binding on the reactor weight as seen by the load
cells. The procedure will only measure the effects of the (1) Cover Lift Mechanism, (2) Reactor Relief Line, (3)
Jacket Relief Line, (4) Media Feed Line, and (5) Jacket Inlet Line.
Disclaimers. This procedure is not validated and should only be used to carry out the listed tests on the listed days.
Ready Reactor Pins Removed Run. This run will only be conducted if the pins bind during either of the Ready
Reactor runs beforehand.
KMS 12/8/98
Load Cell Verification Day
Thursday, 10 Dec 98
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Time Event Procedure Personnel
6:30 Levitation Test 1. Disconnect Exhaust Filter Assembly Kevin W.
Preparation 2. Raise and Lock Cover Lift Mechanism Joe S.
3. Disconnect Media Feed Line at tri-clamp Kevin M.
4. Loosen the black rubber Behringer clamp at end of the Bill L.
Reactor Relief Line Kurt S.
5. Loosen the black rubber Behringer clamp at end of the Facilities Rep.
Jacket Relief Line
6. Jacket Inlet Line (top) (Facilities)
* Secure Jacket Water Pump
* Partially drain jacket below reactor inlet port
by venting through the jacket relief line
e Disconnect Jacket Inlet Line at Sanitary
Clamp
7. Connect Flow Meter and Fill Hose (Kevin M.)
8. Connect Temporary Drain Hose (Kevin M.)
7:30 Levitation Run 1 Reactor.Fill Kevin M.
1. Fill reactor to zero weight reading (accounts for Kurt S.
agitator motor weight, cover weight, jacket underfill
volume, and other missing components).
2. Fill reactor through range stopping at the following
values and record load cell readings.
3. Obtain reactor volume to sample port.
Point Totalizer DCS Load Cell Voltage
0
200
1000
1800
2000
8:45 Reactor Drain Kevin M.
1. Use Temporary Drain Hose
Piping Connected 1. Jacket Inlet Line (Facilities) Kevin W./Joe S.,
Run Preparation 0 Reconnect Jacket Inlet Line Facilities Rep.
* Restore Jacket Water Pump
" Refill Jacket
2. Reconnect Media Feed Line at tri-clamp
3. Restore black rubber Behringer clamp at end of the
Reactor Relief Line.
4. Restore black rubber Behringer clamp at end of the
Jacket Relief Line.
9:15 Piping Connected Reactor Fill Kevin M.
Run 1 1. Fill reactor to zero weight reading (accounts for Kurt S.
agitator motor weight, cover weight, and other missing
components).
2. Fill reactor through range stopping at the following
values and record load cell readings.
Point Totalizer DCS Load Cell Voltage
0
200
1000
1800
2000
10:30 Reactor Drain Kevin M.
1. Use Temporary Drain Hose
Ready Reactor Test 1. Lower Cover Lift Mechanism and bolt down cover. Kevin W./Joe S.
Preparation Ensure pins are in normal installed position.
11:00 Ready Reactor Run 1 Reactor Fill Kevin M.
1. Fill reactor to zero weight reading (accounts for any Kurt S.
missing components).
2. Fill reactor through range stopping at the values listed
below and record load cell readings.
3. MONITOR THE LOOSENESS OF THE PINS
THROUGHOUT THE WEIGHT RANGE.
4. Kevin breaks for lunch between 200 and 1000 kg.
5. Kurt breaks for lunch between 1000 and 1800 kg.
Point Totalizer DCS Load Cell Voltage
0
200
1000
1800
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2000
12:15 Reactor Drain Kevin M.
1. Use Temporary Drain Hose
12:30 Ready Reactor Run 2 Reactor Fill Kevin M.
1. Fill reactor to zero weight reading (accounts for any Kurt S.
missing components).
2. Fill reactor through range stopping at the following
values and record load cell readings.
3. MONITOR THE LOOSENESS OF THE PINS
THROUGHOUT THE WEIGHT RANGE.
Point Totalizer DCS Load Cell Voltage
0
200
1000
1800
2000
1:45 Reactor Drain Kevin M.
1. Use Temporary Drain Hose
Ready Reactor Pins 1. See Note at beginning of Procedure. Kevin W./Joe S.
Removed Test 2. Remove pins from Cover Lift Mechanism.
Preparation
2:15 Ready Reactor Pins Reactor Fill Kevin M.
Removed Run 1. Fill reactor to zero weight reading (accounts for any Kurt S.
(tentative) missing components).
2. Fill reactor through range stopping at the following
values and record load cell readings.
Point Totalizer DCS Load Cell Voltage
0
200
1000
1800
2000
3:30 Reactor Drain Kevin M.
1. Use Temporary Drain Hose
Clean Up 1. Disconnect Temporary Drain Hose Kevin M., Kurt
2. Disconnect Flow Meter and Fill Hose S.
4:00 Results Meeting Discuss results and determine if Load Cells need Kurt S., Bill L.,
calibration. Steve K., Kevin
M., Fred M.
5:00 Completion of
Load Cell
Verification Day
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Appendix F
Braun Visit Minutes
Tuesday, 23 Feb 99, 1:00pm-3:45pm
Attendees/Contact Information (withheld)
Background
Braun visited to discuss the issue of binding associated with the Cover Lift Mechanism on the bioreactors. This
issue was identified in November at which point Braun became involved and made a site visit. After this meeting,
Sponsoring Company commenced experiments to isolate and quantify the problem while Braun pulled drawings and
prepared proposals to modify the Cover Lift Mechanism.
Definitions
Cover Lift Mechanism. The lift motor, shaft, sleeve, and all connecting parts to the reactor
cover.
Cover. The bolted-down, manway cover on top of the reactor or reactor 'lid'.
Cover Bracket. The two metal arms that extend from the cover toward the cover lift
mechanism.
Down-Through Bolt. The existing vertical bolt that clamps the Cover and Lift Brackets
together.
Lift Bracket. The two metal arms that extend from the cover lift mechanism, which are pinned
and bolted to the cover bracket during lift operation only.
Lift Sleeve. The vertical guide in which the lift shaft travels during cover lift mechanism
operation.
Load Cells. The three sensors that support each bioreactor and measure its instantaneous
weight.
Meeting Minutes
All gathered in Conference Room C at 1:00pm and proceeded to the production floor (and 1000L suite) to examine
the Cover Lift Mechanisms on the reactors. At 1:45pm, all returned to Conference Room C where the meeting
remained until its conclusion at 3:45pm. The following summarizes the content of the entire meeting somewhat in
chronological order.
Sponsoring Company Presentation
Kurt presented the results of the Load Cell Experiments on the reactors. While errors in the weight readings clearly
contain calibration discrepancies, they also show unexplained, non-linear trends throughout the weight range when
the Cover and Cover Lift Mechanism are in place. The experiments also ruled out any significant interference due
to connecting piping on the reactor. These figures, in addition to the physically observed rubbing between the Lift
Bracket and the Cover Bracket, provide evidence of coupling with the reactor and improper weight readings. It is
quite possible that the discrepancies in Load Cell calibration are due to this interference during the last Load Cell
calibration on Reactor D, which has the greatest weight errors.
Braun Presentation
Ernie began by presenting what Braun knows about the history of these particular Cover Lift Mechanisms. Due to
both the agitator angle and the side-mounted position of the Lift with respect to the manway, the welding tolerances
and physical skid setup are crucial in maintaining proper clearances to avoid binding. On the shop floor at Braun
after careful fine-tuning, the setup worked satisfactorily. All, however, agree that at Sponsoring Company binding
is occurring in these Cover Lift Mechanisms.
Ernie walked through three proposals to alter the existing Cover Lift Mechanism. More specifically, the proposals
attempt to eliminate the binding that occurs between the Cover Bracket and the Lift Bracket.
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Proposals
1. Mill In Clearance. Grind down the faces of the Lift Bracket to provide adequate clearance between them and
the Cover Bracket.
- It was thought that the agitator motor under its own weight would tend to pull the Cover Bracket against the
Lift Bracket regardless of any created clearance. It was noted that this presumes that currently the
cover/motor/reactor lean on the Cover Lift Mechanism during runs (visibly not evident in reactor C
currently).
. This design does not permit swinging the Lift Bracket away from reactor during runs.
- Any clearance contributes to looseness in the assembly.
2. Single Centered Lift Bracket. Reconstruct the Lift Bracket such that only one plate extends between the forks of
the Cover Bracket. Four bolts would pass horizontally through all three forks with spacers welded to the center
fork.
. It is suspected that alignment of the holes during assembly would be difficult.
- Assembly time would also be longer since there are four bolts. It was pointed out that the number of
occurrences of assembly would only be -12 annually.
. Allows Lift Bracket to be swung away from reactor during runs.
- This design features minimal friction. Spacers could also be slightly shorter to provide ease of raising and
lowering during de-coupling and coupling.
3. Move Lift Brackets to Outside. Reconstruct the Lift Bracket such that the two forks extend to the outside of the
Cover Bracket forks. A threaded, removable plate would rest along the bottom of the Lift Bracket forks which
the existing Down-Through Bolt would grasp. Two horizontal pins would pass through all four forks to provide
stiffness.
. It is suspected that lineup of holes during assembly would be difficult.
. This design has an additional part.
4. Removable Plate on Top. Replace top piece where Down-Through Bolt head currently rests with a removable
plate (similar to plate in Proposal 3 above), which lies along the top of the Cover Bracket forks. (This proposal
developed during the course of the discussion of Proposal 3.)
- This design has an additional part.
. This design minimizes the amount of change to the existing configuration.
- Lift Bracket forks would need to be ground down to provide adequate clearance for raising and lowering
during de-coupling and coupling (see Proposal 1).
- Stiffness/Safety in question because of removed top piece.
Caution. All designs (Proposals 2,3,4) which allow the Lift Bracket to swing
away from the reactor pose a safety concern. A safety chain connecting the
cover and agitator assembly to the reactor is necessary to prevent it from falling
in the unlikely event that cover-unbolting occurs with Lift Bracket swung away.
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Plan
Q As each reactor becomes available (expected order: D, B, C, A), crane lift the manway and agitator motor and
record measurements of the Lift Bracket fork spacing at 6 points. Compare these against those from reactor C,
which appears to have adequate clearance already. The timeline for completion of this step is -9 months
(November 1999).
0 Begin with Proposal 1 and mill A, B, D, (and perhaps C) to a proper clearance.
k'If this will not fix the problem, proceed with Proposal 4 and manufacture the removable plate for a single
reactor (D?).
-If Proposal 4 does not fix the problem, Proposal 2 is still available for implementation. (Proposal 3 is not
available at this point without additional welding of a top plate onto the Cover Bracket forks to replace the
cut out piece as part of Proposal 4.)
Actions
o Michelle Mitcho email Proposals 1, 2, and 3 drawings to Mark Forget.
o 'Michelle Mitcljo obtain drawing of Proposal 4 and email to Mark Forget.
o Steve Kazar check calibration records on reactor C to determine if there is a history of binding during past
calibrations. Contact Bill Chipura and Kurt Steltenpohl with results.
o Bill Chipura add stages of decided upon plan to the Cell Culture Meeting item list. Involve Ernie Stadler during
various stages of plan execution.
KMS
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Endnotes
(Endnotes have been withheld per the request of the sponsoring company.)
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